
Simple & Reliable Asset Tracking
 Lowers operational expenses: Find assets quickly and easily

 See all assets on one screen: Multi-vendor data feeds into a  
single system

 No downtime: Basic set-up in less than a week

 Minimal training required: Similar to Apple’s ‘Find My’ feature

	 Faster	ROI:	Leveraging existing infrastructure makes Luna  
asset tracking very affordable

 Seamless Integration: Easily integrates into existing systems,  
ie: WMS or Quality systems

Get started with a FREE TRIAL in less than a day!

Asset Tracking. Made Easy.

The Need for Asset Tracking

The Solution: Luna XIO

The right tracker 
for the right asset

Works with nearly all 
Bluetooth-enabled devices 

and tags.

Expedite order 
fulfillment

Harness business 
intelligence

Enhance inventory 
management

Streamline supply 
chain operations

Elevate patient care 
and profitability

Track high-
value assets

Long-life battery-powered 
anchors/beacons can provide 

even greater accuracy.

No wires 
required

System rollout is hassle-
free and takes days 
rather than months.

Fast 
Set-Up

No additional 
infrastructure required

Turns existing Android and 
iOS Bluetooth-enabled 
devices into gateways.



1	(650)	382-3275
info@lunaxio.com

Luna Tracker Features

Strengthened 
network

Strengthens your network/mesh 
by leveraging existing equipment, 
including iOS and Android devices.

Rich views with existing 
or additional beacons 
as location anchors.

Location 
anchors

Simple Set Up

Download Luna Locate app from 
app stores. Roll it out to Android 

and iOS devices, mobile computers, 
and scanners via your MDM.

Luna app transforms mobile 
devices into gateways. Any 
BLE beacon can serve as a 

location anchor.

Choose the best-suited trackers/sensors 
for your application. Luna will provide the 

firmware to establish a secure zero-touch, 
zero-trust communications channel.

Gateway-enabled mobile devices 
receive data from IoT sensors, and 
provide real-time location data to 

the Luna XIO system.

View device locations, perform 
actions, and conduct asset audits 
through user-friendly mobile and 

desktop apps.

Customized dashboards and 
analytics enhance device 
visibility and operational 

efficiency.

Ready to transform your asset tracking and bottom line?
Schedule	a	consultation	today	to	request	a	FREE	TRIAL:	 lunaxio.com/consult

Associates can be alerted 
and/or use proximity reports 
when looking for an asset.

Enhanced 
productivity

Global deployment through Luna 
cloud network. See all tracked 
assets from a central location.

Enterprise 
visibility


